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The National Governors Association’s Center for Best Practices (NGA Center) is launching a new Transportation Learning Network in the Fall of 2018 to help governors and their staff explore new approaches and share lessons learned in the rapidly evolving world of transportation policy. The activities of the Network will include an annual Transportation Policy Institute for governors’ policy advisors, quarterly webinars, policy guidance and in-depth technical assistance through workshops, retreats, learning labs and policy academies.

About the Transportation Policy Institute
The NGA Center will host its first annual Transportation Policy Institute in the Fall of 2019. This first Institute will gather states for peer-to-peer exchanges, strategy sessions and discussions with thought-and-technology leaders. The 2019 Institute will inform new transportation policy advisors about key issues and their roles and opportunities working in the governor’s office.

Other Opportunities
Virtual Transportation Policy Talks (Quarterly, Starting in Fall 2018)
The NGA Center will organize quarterly webinars on emerging transportation policy research and practices that states will want to know about as they prepare for their legislative sessions and develop new transportation strategies.

Transportation Electrification Regional Workshops (Winter 2018 – Spring 2019)
The NGA Center will convene four regional workshops to explore transportation electrification policy, technology and infrastructure questions for vehicles, fleets and e-mobility. Key issues will include strategies on charging locations and levels, the VW emissions settlement, approaches to equitable access and the role for utilities and utility rate payers.

Transportation Technology Regional Workshops (Summer 2019)
The NGA Center will convene Transportation Technology Regional Workshops to examine emerging technologies including AVs and drones, and what policy and regulatory changes are needed.

About NGA’s Center for Best Practices
The NGA Center develops innovative solutions to today’s most pressing public policy challenges and is the only research and development firm that directly serves the nation’s governors. The Center has five divisions; the Energy Policy Learning Network is spearheaded by the Environment, Energy & Transportation Division.